Zoo Friends
Scrapbooks Forever May 2020 Project of the Month

Materials:

( order online at http://scrapbooks-forever.square.site )

Sizzix # 663863 Zoo Friends
Lawn Fawn LF2249 Grassy Stencil
Picket Fence Brushes
Tim Holtz Distress Ink, Peeled Paint and Broken China
Assorted color cardstocks
3D foam dots, self adhesive
Two way glue or favorite liquid glue
Big Shot Machine ( or other brand of die cutting machine)

A funny little story from Shirley: ( Hope it makes you smile!)
Well, the pandemic left me missing you girls something terrible! I had so many Make and Takes
planned for all our Spring events which were, of course, canceled. What can a lonely Scrapbook
Shop lady do? I know… I’ve got all these cats around the house…maybe they would like to do a
Make and Take...Let’s see…

Ahhh…I got the table all set up and three students have arrived! Don’t they look eager and
attentive?

Using the Sizzix Zoo
Friends Die, cut multiple
copies of all designs from
assorted colors of paper.
You can see Chauntelle
has several of hers done
already!

Griffy would like you to notice that he
cut the tail and the “horn knobs” off
the pink giraffe and pasted them on
the orange giraffe for extra contrast.
He also added some of the spot dots
from the die cut shapes to the giraffe
body. You can mix and match body
parts from all the animals this way.
Those claws come in handy for
picking up the tiny parts!
Does the bag he is sitting on look
familiar? He’s been shopping at
Scrapbooks Forever!
Below: Notice how the stripes are
glued in place and then excess is
trimmed off for a perfect fit.

Use Distress ink, Picket Fence
brushes and Grassy Stencil to
create background.
A light layer of Peeled Paint was
applied across the bottom of the
white cardstock panel. Then the
stencil was laid down three times
in a row, applying more ink each
time for an illusion of depth to the
grass.
Broken China was applied
freestyle for the sky.

Mat panel on a
contrasting color.
Easy way to line up
is to apply Scortape and peel back
just a bit of the
liner, fold over as
shown. Turn to the
right side and line
up, balancing the
panel on the tabs
until perfect. Press
corners and pull
tabs.

Adhere characters in place using 3D
foam pop dots. In this version, Griffy
arranged them waiting in line for
rides on the giraffe!
Add hearts floating above… to show
your love!
Makes a cute embellishment for a
Trip to the Zoo page or a Baby page.
Makes a fun just saying hello or I love
you greeting card.
Have fun mixing and matching!
Below: Layshon shows off her version
with different animals and color
scheme. She loves using the Big Shot,
as you can see!

